
Grilled Cheese Out, Grinders In: MacCheesy’s
Bold Menu Transformation

MacCheesy's replaces grilled cheese with Grinders Hot

Sandwiches, offering premium options & an updated

mac and cheese menu to elevate the  dining experience.

SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI, UNITED STATES, June 11,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In a bold move to shake

up the culinary scene, Sherif A. Magd, founder of

MacCheesy's Deluxe Mac and Cheese Restaurant, is

announcing a game-changing menu overhaul.

Effective immediately, MacCheesy's will replace its

beloved grilled cheese sandwiches with a new,

mouth-watering lineup of Grinders Hot Sandwiches!

Sherif A. Magd, a visionary entrepreneur and

culinary innovator, is dedicated to elevating the

dining experience for his loyal customers. With

Grinders Hot Sandwiches, he's introducing a game-

changing menu that promises to tantalize taste buds

and leave patrons craving more. This mouth-

watering new offering features an array of expertly crafted hot sandwiches that blend bold

flavors, textures, premium ingredients, and creativity. 

"We're thrilled to introduce this new era of MacCheesy's," said Sherif A. Magd. "Our Grinders Hot

At MacCheesy’s, we believe

in constant innovation. Our

Grinders Hot Sandwiches

are sure to become a new

favorite.”

Sherif A. Magd

Sandwiches menu is a reflection of our commitment to

quality, flavor, and innovation. We can't wait for our loyal

customers to experience the thrill of something new and

exciting!"

MacCheesy's Deluxe Mac and Cheese Restaurant, long a

beloved local staple renowned for its creamy mac and

cheese dishes, is set to further cement its reputation with

the introduction of Grinders Hot Sandwiches and an

updated, elevated mac and cheese menu. These new offerings feature a range of options, from

http://www.einpresswire.com


classic favorites to bold new creations, made with the highest quality ingredients and all made

with love. Whether you're a meat lover, vegetarian, or gluten-free, there's something for

everyone at MacCheesy's.

Join the excitement and be among the first to experience Grinders Hot Sandwiches at

MacCheesy's! Visit us today and indulge in a flavor adventure that will leave you wanting more!
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